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Preface

The argument of this book is disarmingly straightforward, though 
hopefully at once intricately layered and sociologically provocative. 
Our central claim is that most discourses on society – emanating 
from the social sciences and humanities in particular, and public 
political debates more generally – can be located within one of 
the following categories or registers: (1) society as structure; (2) 
society as solidarity; and, (3) society as creation. Outlining these 
three registers, we seek to assess the strengths and defects of various 
versions of ‘society’ and the ‘social’ as expounded in the tradition 
of social and political theory. One core aim is to refl ect on how 
these three interpretations of society, in broader socio-political 
and historical terms, intersect, interlock, confl ict and displace each 
other. Another is to consider the sociological consequences of these 
visions of society for the major issues of our times – ranging across 
politics, culture, morality and religion.
 The question of society – its explication, constitution, repro-
duction and transformation – lies at the core of sociology. The 
question – what is society? – is probably the fi rst question students 
confront when commencing the study of sociology. In a curious 
paradox, however, the word ‘society’ denotes no specifi c identifi a-
ble or defi ning quality throughout the history of sociology; indeed, 
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the concept has long posed (and continues to pose) a profound 
challenge to making the work of sociology intelligible. Historically 
speaking, the concept of society in sociology has been largely con-
structed as a separate, self-enclosed territorial container of social 
actions and social relations. This equation of society with territo-
rial nation-states has functioned, as the German sociologist Ulrich 
Beck has argued, as a kind of ‘methodological  nationalism’ – in 
which the discipline has been comfortable enough when examin-
ing national institutions and state borders, but embarrassed on the 
whole by the existence of, say, empire, colony or transnational 
corporations. This may well be one reason why the discipline of 
sociology has embraced a plurality of terms in conceptualizing 
‘society’, ranging variously across ‘social practices’, ‘social order’, 
‘social system’, ‘social structure’, ‘social forces’ and ‘social worlds’. 
In assuming that society pre-exists the social practices and social 
relations it constitutes, however, these various frameworks have, 
in the most general terms, been unable to engage the possibility 
of a variety of differential forms of the social and of varied socie-
ties. That is to say, the theorization of society in sociology has, 
perhaps predictably, (re)produced the typical institutional patterns 
of Western modernity.
 If it is true that ‘society’ emerges as one of the most opaque, baf-
fl ing terms in classical sociological thought, it has arguably proved 
equally troubling to our own age of intensive globalization and 
multinational turbo-capitalism. For one thing, it is surely a paradox 
of our times that, while social relations increasingly no longer neatly 
fi t (if indeed they ever did) within the territorial boundaries of 
 nation-states, the discipline of sociology fi nds itself silent or evasive 
about a whole range of concrete social problems affecting contem-
porary societies because the notion of ‘the social’ has been recently 
subsumed within the interdisciplinary lexicon of globalism. Of 
course globalization has also been debated continuously – by neo-
liberals who want to push it further, as well as anti-globalists who 
focus on the harm it does – particularly in the context of its con-
sequences for national societies.1 In this connection, the common 
perception is that globalization erodes vulnerable communities and 
corrodes national socialities. Negative public perceptions of the 
many problems relating to globalization have been intensifi ed by the 
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x Preface

economic and social upheavals that have attended the global fi nan-
cial crisis of 2008 and subsequent worldwide credit crunch. Just as 
the emergence of industrialism in the nineteenth century was judged 
destructive of family and community, many critics today lament 
the erosion of a common culture and communal co-operation as 
a consequence of globalization. Communitarianism, as we show 
subsequently, has become infl uential precisely at the point at which 
community appears to be disappearing. However, the idea that 
we have moved from a generous world of the caring community 
or supportive society to a wholesale corrosion of social organiza-
tion is equally a myth. Blinded by nostalgia for a bygone age, this 
viewpoint ignores the considerable evidence of fl ourishing global 
socialities and transnational communal loyalties. These include, to 
list just a few, socialities of global protest (such as Make Poverty 
History), worldwide socialities for the protection of human rights 
(such as Amnesty International) and socialities for the protection 
of the environment (such as Greenpeace). More recently, in early 
2011, the waves of the Jasmine Revolution appeared to show the 
survival of social networks and communities despite years of state 
repression.
 From one angle, it is hardly surprising that, as a consequence 
of globalization, multiple communal loyalties and diverse social 
interconnections are on the increase for contemporary women and 
men of the polished, expensive cities of the West. This matters 
because globalization brings lifestyle changes – new ways of engag-
ing with others, relationships, work and politics – into the heart 
of what society actually means. Indeed, our day-to-day experience 
of ‘society’ seems now to have less to do with geographic location 
or place. In our third chapter, on creation, we explore a concept 
that we term Elastic Society, by which we seek to capture the 
many ways in which social relations are stretched over time and 
space. To continue with this metaphor, Elastic Society may be 
thin as social networks are extended through space, but it does not 
automatically follow that they are fragile. Elasticity can also imply 
resilience and versatility.
 More and more, women and men are getting involved with 
communities – and developing new kinds of sociality (both 
face-to-face and online) – in non-traditional ways:  participating 
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in online voluntary networks, setting up community blogs or 
creating visions for sustainable futures, rather than just joining 
established political parties.2 We have to recognize the paradox 
that anti- globalism is the basis of a worldwide community that 
is itself a product of the globalizing forces that it opposes. Such 
global changes, we argue in this book, present sociology with a 
fresh challenge. If it is to engage adequately with transformations 
in the scope and structure of society, it must develop an integrated 
and comprehensive theorization of the social at every level of 
social theory. It cannot simply recount nostalgic narratives of the 
corrosion of society, because the critics of these global develop-
ments have also to recognize the new forms of the social that are 
emerging from these crises around the environment, the climate, 
and the city. That said, nor can sociologists remain silent about a 
whole host of vital political issues which challenge contemporary 
societies – from migration to marginalization, and multicultural-
ism to militarization. Here sociology needs to chance its arm. In 
the age of the Internet, for example, will off-line communities 
contract continuously as online social relations expand? With the 
world’s population expected to reach around nine billion people 
by 2050, what kind of social relations are most likely in the major 
mega-cities? Against the backdrop of people living in sky-high, 
multiplex apartments and with work carried out online, will social-
ity be eroded or renewed? This book seeks to open up such a line 
of sociological enquiry and to outline new theoretical perspectives 
for the critique of  contemporary societies.
 Our book is intended for students as an introduction to debates 
about society in the social sciences, but also for general readers 
who might fi nd the topic interesting. This necessarily means we 
tread a precarious line between specialist debate and broad-brush 
presentation. We hope that some of the more demanding parts 
of the book do not come at the cost of lack of accessibility; if 
any such diffi culties arise we would like to think this is partly a 
consequence of certain current trends in social theory which tend 
towards obscurantism or jargon, rather than to our presentation of 
the post-societal turn in social theory itself. In the end, our aim has 
been to engage sociological thinking about society with the most 
urgent global issues of our times.
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Introduction

The golden age of ‘society’ is long dead. The foundational socio-
logical perspectives on society developed by Ferdinand Tönnies, 
Émile Durkheim, Max Weber, Karl Marx and Georg Simmel 
– while still clearly of immense conceptual importance to the 
discipline of sociology – have been seriously challenged by the 
communications revolution and the world of intensive globaliza-
tion. In our own time of corporate downsizings, out-sourcing, 
leveraged buyouts, just-in-time deliveries and gated communi-
ties, can we still read classical sociology with some intellectual 
benefi t in order to understand the contours and consequences 
of twenty-fi rst-century society? The Internet world is perhaps 
equally problematic for more recent social theorists, such as Talcott 
Parsons, Erving Goffman, C. Wright Mills and Alvin Gouldner. 
Their perspectives on industrial capitalism were of outstanding 
value, but, we now face a deeply disturbing issue – is the very 
foundation of society as such changing so rapidly and so deeply that 
we can no longer draw fully and comfortably from the legacy of 
sociology? Many of their ideas on ‘society’ remain of incomparable 
signifi cance, but our purpose in what follows is to acknowledge 
the extent to which society has changed in the the late twentieth 
and early twenty-fi rst centuries. To be more precise have the social 
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2 Introduction

changes of the last half century rendered the idea of society in 
American sociologist Talcott Parsons’s The Social System1 of 1951 
wholly obsolete? Why, for example, has the notion of ‘society’ 
come in our own time to appear so problematic? Is it the case that 
society is no longer a vital preoccupation of the contemporary age? 
There is certainly no shortage of contemporary critics of ‘society’ 
– whether, say, theorists of globalization who see in the advent of 
the global electronic economy the dissolution of nation-state based 
societies, or postmodernists who promote a view of sociality that is 
progressively particularistic rather than ‘society’ writ large, which 
is viewed as repressively universalistic.
 Consider the following critical voice on the concept of society, 
a critic chosen more or less randomly from the vast treasure trove 
of ‘anti-society’ literature. The ‘category of society’, so our critic 
refl ects, ‘is merely a term of convenience’. Whereas ‘the term 
“society” was once supposed to fi x bounds’, designating an inter-
nally integrated unity, it in fact functions as ‘merely an indefi nite 
range of partially or wholly articulated associatings’. In the face of 
such sociological particularism, our critic goes one step further – 
in lifting sociological deconstruction to the second order. Society 
‘makes itself known to us in the form of incessant repersonalizations 
of persons’. We say ‘society’, but what we really mean to under-
score are ‘provisional co-operatings’. We say ‘society’, but what 
we mean to say are ‘the rearrangings of arrangements’. ‘Society’ 
(read: a social situation or condition) is, in fact, the upshot of ‘indi-
vidualizings’. Who, exactly, is this critic? The voice sounds like an 
example of postmodern deconstructionism or a ‘micro’ theorist of 
everyday interaction? Hardly. In fact the author of these sentiments 
was American sociologist Albion W. Small, and his refl ections on 
the imprecision of the concept of society date to 1912 – from an 
article published in The American Journal of Sociology.2 While in 
our own time the discourses of postmodernism and globalization 
present themselves as troublesome for the concept of society, let 
us note from the outset then that ‘society’ – both as an analytical 
category in social science and as lived experience – has long caused 
conceptual strife.
 This immediately raises a fi rst-principle question: What, 
exactly, is society? Perhaps the one thing that can be said with 
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 Introduction 3

some confi dence is that there is remarkably little defi nitional con-
sensus over the use of this word. We might note in passing that 
other social sciences have problems with fundamental concepts, 
such as ‘scarcity’ in economics or ‘power’ in political theory. 
However ‘society’ appears to suffer most from presuppositional 
chaos. Indeed, as we will shortly examine, leading social think-
ers (both classical and contemporary) have used the term ‘society’ 
with abandon; we might almost say promiscuously. That said, 
Raymond Williams, a key fi gures in the founding of the disci-
pline of cultural studies, in his authoritative Keywords refl ects: 
‘Society is now clear in two main senses: as our most general 
term for the body of institutions and relationships within which 
a relatively large group of people live; and as our most abstract 
term for the condition in which such institutions and relationships 
are formed.’3 Historically speaking, the relationship between the 
generalization and the abstraction has shifted dramatically, as there 
has been a rich diversity of social conditions in and through which 
societies are constituted, consolidated or closed. We can perhaps 
best grasp something of this diversity if we consider the following 
compilation of usages to which this most complex word has been 
applied:

Undoubtedly society is a being, a person.
Émile Durkheim

Society exists only as a mental concept; in the real world there are only 
individuals.
Oscar Wilde

Society exists where several individuals enter into interaction.
Georg Simmel

Society is a masked ball, where every one hides his real character, and 
reveals it by hiding.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

To regard society as one single subject (Subjekt) is to look at it wrongly, 
speculatively.
Karl Marx
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4 Introduction

A civilized society is one which tolerates eccentricity to the point of 
doubtful sanity.
Robert Frost

A society grows great when old men plant trees whose shade they 
know they shall never sit in.
Greek Proverb

Society is produced by our wants and government by our wickedness.
Thomas Paine

Man was formed for society.
Francis Bacon

A society is a type of social system, in any universe of social systems, 
which attains the highest level of self-suffi ciency as a system in relation 
to its environment.
Talcott Parsons

Society is a continuous chain of role expectancies and behaviour 
resulting from role expectancies.
Joseph Bensman and Bernard Rosenberg

The social only exists in a perspective space, it dies in the space of 
simulation.
Jean Baudrillard

The modern political domain is massively, in totalitarian fashion, 
social, levelling, exhausting.
Julia Kristeva

A society is a cluster, or system, of institutionalized modes of 
conduct.
Lord Anthony Giddens

There is no such thing as society; only individual men and women and 
their families.
Baroness Thatcher
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There are a number of points that might be noted about this list of 
defi nitions. For one thing, some of these defi nitions view society 
positively, others negatively, some are clearly ambivalent while 
others dismiss it entirely. The more positive of these defi nitions 
see society as an indispensable medium for the production of social 
relations, emphasizing the benefi ts of interpersonal relationships 
and the potential gains from intercultural communication. In this 
sense, society is viewed in a largely technical way, as a process 
that facilitates not only the constitution of identity and elabora-
tion of forms of thought but also the reproduction across time and 
across space of social interactions (think, for example, of family life 
across generations) and of social institutions (think, for example, 
of schools, hospitals or churches). Some of these defi nitions, 
however, view society pejoratively – as the inculcation of false 
beliefs, mythologies or ideologies – and thus emphasize the role of 
economic and political forces in various forms of human exploita-
tion. Others view the notion as just sheer escapism, a collectivist 
fantasy in the face of individualist realities. Tracing the semantic 
shifts at play in these academic and public-political defi nitions of 
society is one of the aims of this book.

Society: An Obsolete Term?

Society, certainly the notion of it and perhaps even the social 
reality to which it once referred, is now dead. Or so argue some 
of its more strident and prominent critics. Yet the notion of 
society, as sociologist Charles Lemert has brilliantly traced out, 
had long been in trouble.4 This much is evident from the article 
mentioned earlier by Small, as detailed in his eloquent musings 
on the imprecision of the concept of society in 1912. In our own 
time, this strife of imprecision has been lifted up a gear, into a fully 
blown obsolescence. This we might date to French sociologist 
Jean Baudrillard’s proclamation in the 1980s that society had dis-
solved into the hyperreality of simulacra. In more recent years, it 
is perhaps Ulrich Beck who best captures the alleged redundancy 
of the term: society today is just a ‘zombie category’, a ghostly 
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6 Introduction

word spoken from the mouths of individualized agents. An emerg-
ing consensus, at any rate, seems clear: ‘Society’ – just a fading 
memory.
 The death of society; the end of the social; the fragmentation 
of the social system; the implosion of sociality – it is evident that 
society has become an unfashionable topic in contemporary debate. 
Or, more to the point, society is fashionable only if it appears with 
the coda of a farewell. One interesting sociological point here is 
that the unfashionable nature of all things societal appears to have 
gone global – an anti-society sentiment is now wall-to-wall, as it 
were. The current displacement of the concept of society in both 
academic and public discourse is equally evident from the politi-
cal Left and Right. Conservatives lament that modern society is 
invariably coterminous with collective disorder, cultural discord 
and moral breakdown. One highly reactionary version of this 
conservatism extends the bleakness so far that the notion of society 
is emptied of all signifi cance – rendered void, null. Perhaps the 
best known instance of this neoconservative lexicon which we 
have already quoted is former British Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher’s 1987 assertion that ‘there is no such thing as society. 
There are individual men and women, and there are families’.5 
Many liberals, to be sure, share this anxiety of any contamination 
of the individual by the (collective) social form. The American 
political scientist Robert Putnam seems to assume that every year 
brings with it increasing alienation, isolation and societal fatality as 
men ‘bowl alone’, while sociologist Richard Sennett speaks disap-
provingly of societal ‘corrosion’ as a consequence of the impact 
on jobs and identities of the new economy. If modern society 
leads us to ‘bowl along’ this is because we hanker after a bygone 
societal era in which the interpersonal fabric of self and other was 
harmoniously sewn. At its starkest, there is, probably inevitably, 
a highly nostalgic imagination at work in many portrayals of our 
contemporary social decline. Political theorists like Hannah Arendt 
are fond of pointing out that in the classical world there really was 
no word for society as such and the polis was not dependent on 
a wider sphere of social connections. Society, on this view, has 
beat a steady, shamefaced retreat from its previous lofty, Olympian 
height in the face of various political forces – which run all the way 
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 Introduction 7

from capitalism to globalization, from multiculturalism to post-
feminism.
 In equal measure, the abandonment of the notion of society 
now looms large in various versions of social and political thought 
that assert radical credentials. For post-structuralists, the very idea 
of society smacks of closure, determination, and metaphysics. 
Indeed, the term is largely discarded altogether in postmodernist 
thought. French social theorists, notably Jean Baudrillard, have 
declared the implosion of society into ‘hyperreality’. For various 
feminists and post-feminists, society as a concept is too masculinist, 
functioning as a kind of patriarchal signifi er repressive of femininity 
and the Other. Meanwhile, for the political Left in general, it is a 
notion too closely linked to the dead-ends of liberalism, the com-
placency of the welfare state, and one certainly out of kilter with 
radical global assertions for political emancipation.
 The wholesale rejection of the concept of society is, we believe, 
one very good reason for writing about it. Why have so many 
authors, on both the political Left and Right, along with cultural 
conversatives and progressives, declared the notion of society dead? 
Why are social theorists wary of using the term at all? And should 
society – as both theory and reality – now rest in peace? Can a 
robust defence of the concept of society be mounted, through a 
radical and controversial social theory? Or should society just be 
dissolved into the social/sociality couplet of contemporary critical 
discourse?

Images of Society

‘Society’ is widely regarded as one of the most fundamental words 
in public life and politics. In ordinary usage, the term ‘society’ is 
intricately bound up with images of a collective, common iden-
tity. ‘Society’ here implies value consensus, and as such serves as a 
kind of ‘sorting device’ for grasping connections and differentials 
of social norms between different societal types. When a person in 
ordinary conversation remarks, for example, that Japanese society 
is more formalistic and polite than American society, it is evident 
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8 Introduction

that the notion of society is imagined to distribute properties of 
a common identity to its inhabitants. Unsurprisingly sociology, 
as ‘the science of society’, has a particular and special interest in 
the concept and the reality. Sociologists have sought to grasp 
this internally integrated unity associated with the term ‘society’ 
through various terminological innovations: some speak of society 
as a ‘bounded complex’, some of ‘societal totalities’, while others 
refer to the fi xed boundaries of ‘social systems’. Yet if the term 
‘society’ calls forth images of highly integrated unities or the 
‘systemness’ of social integration – the idea that a society displays 
fi xed boundaries which provide for a collective unity, one which 
separates that society off from other societies – it also is suggestive 
of disinterested interaction, rationalized relationships and some 
degree of alienation. If society means an integrated social system, it 
also signifi es social association in the widest sense – and very often 
this latter sense of society is glaringly at odds with the former one. 
Émile Durkheim, in forging the central theoretical dimensions of 
French sociology, spoke of ‘the division of labour’ as the domi-
nant pattern of social interconnectedness in modern societies – in 
a standpoint which remains suggestive of the ambiguous tension 
between social association on the one hand and societal unity on 
the other within the overarching concept of society.
 When examining the idea of society in contexts of everyday 
life and ordinary usage, we fi nd fi ve broad standpoints (no doubt, 
more could be isolated), some of which refl ect the imprint of more 
intellectual evaluations of the term in social, cultural, political 
and philosophical thought – of which more shortly. First, society 
can be equated with ‘high society’: to be part of society means 
having the ‘right’ social connections, or knowing the correct way 
to interact at a major public event. This is an understanding that 
symbolically equates society with status, style and the signifi er 
of ‘civilization’. A second understanding of society is one which 
underscores everyday living. Society just is that domain in which 
cultural issues of identity play out, where the search for self unfolds, 
and where ideologies of progressive self-development take hold. In 
this understanding, society is conceived as primarily a container for 
the self. Society is basically what goes on in everyday life. A third 
position on society is inspired by the spread of industrialization and 
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modernization, in which society emerges as a thoroughly material 
process in which differentiation, division and domination come 
to the fore. Society thus is abstract, always with the upper hand 
over its varied human subjects. In this approach, the emphasis is 
on social determinism – society triumphs over individual agency. 
A fourth related understanding meshes society with the sacred. 
Against a backdrop of the aesthetic and ascetic twinned, society in 
this understanding can be religion, nationalism, the erotic, ethnic-
ity, and the like. In this framework society is resolutely utopian, 
forging an imaginary reconciliation between the trials of social 
association on the one hand and the most fundamental questions 
of human existence on the other. Finally, a fi fth understanding 
of society – in the sense of ordinary usage – has more recently 
emerged around globalization, new information technologies and 
the Internet, as well as postmodernism and ‘Third-Way’-inspired 
politics, whereby society becomes cosmopolitan through and 
through. In this perspective, some affi rmatively speak of a global 
democratization of society, while other sceptics lament the cultural 
spread of global capitalism.
 If the term ‘society’ is fundamental to public political discourse, 
it is also foundational to the social sciences in general and the 
discipline of sociology in particular. Etymologically speaking, 
the very emergence of the term ‘society’ is bound up with the 
ambiguity or doubleness of collective unity on the one hand, and 
generalized social association on the other. ‘Society’ is commonly 
awarded its fi rst socio-political usage in 1531, where according to 
the Shorter Oxford English Dictionary it designated ‘association with 
one’s fellow men’. Indeed one of its original meanings, which 
predates the origins of sociology and returns us to ancient Greece, 
is ‘association’, or the cultivation of community. Aristotle, in The 
Nicomachean Ethics, specifi cally contrasts human community or 
association (koinonia) – as foundational to the politics of a ‘society 
of citizens’ – with the private individual or household (oikos). This 
aspect of the associational nature of the social is very important. As 
we will see subsequently these references to the Greek meaning of 
‘society’ and ‘politics’ becomes controversial at a later stage. We 
have already referred to the controversial political ideas of Hannah 
Arendt who argued that ‘society’ is in fact ‘mass society’ and alien 
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